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“Curvy and cozy” modular seating FourLikes, now available from Hightower
SEATTLE—With early accolades including “Blurs the Lines of Commercial and Residential Design”
“Curvy and cozy,” and landing on a “Best of NeoCon” list, Hightower has announced availability of their FourLikes
modular seating system for North American contract furniture clients.
Wide adoption of open floor plans brings the need for breaking down vast spaces into smaller environments built for
collaboration, relaxation, privacy, and focus. FourLikes is a modular family of products fulfilling the demand for space
division and flexibility within these open environments. Along with highly configurable seating possibilities, FourLikes
offers the opportunity for privacy and seclusion with the addition of a unique booth and canopy.
Product highlights include:
● FourLikes is designed by Anders Nørgaard in collaboration with Hightower’s European partner, FourDesign.
●

The system includes 8 unique components that can be arranged and ganged together in endless
configurations and sizes.

●

Integrated power is available as an upgrade to the FourLikes system.

●

FourLikes is made in the USA of wood and high quality foam with limitless opportunities for customization
depending on the client/designer’s upholstery choices.

Based on cubes, FourLikes is an exciting option for interior architects and designers to activate underused workspace
areas, with pieces styled to create curvy and organic shapes which can be integrated into larger arrangements of
different seating scenarios.The new, versatile FourLikes from Hightower is a fresh and relevant series for corporate,
hospitality, and education environments.
View the FourLikes Look Book https://fourlikes.hightoweraccess.com/. FourLikes is available exclusively from
Hightower in North America through independent sales representatives and authorized dealers. Please call (816)
286-1051 or email sales@hightoweraccess.com.

About Hightower:
Since 2003, we’ve been committed to setting our friends in the architectural and design community up for success.
Bold, unexpected, beautiful pieces aimed at improving workspace functionality have fueled our growth since the
beginning. Family-founded and operated, our leadership includes award-winning CEO Natalie Hartkopf, who
continually pursues the best in design. We empower A+D so they stand out in their field.
Learn more at www.hightoweraccess.com or contact us at +1 (816) 286-1051.
Hightower inspiration via Instagram or Pinterest @hightowergroup
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